Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of

The 78-Storey Treehouse
by Andy Griffiths
Illustrated by Terry Denton
Below are the complete reviews, written by the Lovereading4kids
members.
Oliver Lonsdale, age 9
This book is the 6th in the series. It
was great!
This is the sixth in the series and I have
read them all. They are all really good. I
love them because they are very funny,
they are easy to read and are broken up
with lots of pictures.
With each book is added 13 more storeys
to the treehouse.
I liked the part where they were making
the movie the best.
My sister and I both read this book
within a day it was so good. I hope the
treehouse gets very tall so there are more
books.
Elizabeth Bridgeman, age 9
I really like this book. It’s about Andy saving Treehouse the Movie
from spy cows.
My favourite character is Jill because she rescues animals in danger. This
would be great for 8 years and over.
I really like this book because it is funny, educational and creative. This book is
about Terry, Andy and Jill and Andy hates Terry because he got into Mr Big
shot's movie not Andy but when he spots cow spy's stealing their movie he has to
save it as well as catching a chip thief. This book should be for 8+ because any
younger won't understand it. I rate this 5 out of 5 because it is really funny and
imaginative. I would like to read ‘The 65 Story Treehouse’, ‘The 52 Story

Treehouse’, ‘The 39 Story Treehouse’, The 26 Story Treehouse’ and finally ‘The 13
Story Treehouse’ and coming soon in August 2017 ‘The 91 Story Treehouse’.

Mia Goodman, age 10
A hilarious Treehouse tale. The most jokey tale told. The best comic
characters ever created. This book has everything. I would
recommend this book to ages 6-11.
Fun and excitement filled with humour jumps out of the pages creating a comic
book full of delight. Even though the book doesn't take long to read, it's great if
you're looking for a short novel! The words are simple. Compared to many
other books, ‘The 78-Storey Treehouse’ isn't very predictable as you expect
nothing to happen. That is why it is a great read.
The beginning blows you away laughing. There are so many cliff-hangers and
surprising moments. For younger readers it will most likely take them a slightly
longer time to read. However, I'm sure they will enjoy reading it. Also the font is
quite big which means it will make it easier for the younger readers!
If I Could describe the comic book in 3 words, they would be: fun, exciting and
humorous! Enjoy reading!

Emily Golding, age 9
This book is brilliant! I laughed the whole way through! A word of
warning to you readers: NEVER, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, TURN
YOUR BEST/EX FRIEND INTO A STRAND OF SPAGHETTI!!!
Following
the 5th book, Andy and Terry have yet MORE mad adventures with crazy ,bignosed men; mad producers; monkeys ...no, sorry, GIBBONS playing humans in
movies; spy cows making MOO-vies by copying Terry's movie; I did not stop
belly-laughing(yes, really, it made me belly-laugh!) Terry Denton's drawing
perfectly complements Andy Griffiths's book; it wouldn't be complete without
them! Hilarious!

Ellen Cox, age 10
The best book ever! A very, very, very good story it is set out in a
good way and I have been intrigued to read some more of Andy and
Terry’s books.

